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Vastu Shastra - Introduction

Today environment has gained importance due to overall pollution of air, water and land. A common man feels more stressed and unsatisfied inspite of having a lot more as compared to old times.

Hence, Vastu Shastra which balances five basic elements of nature namely water, fire, air, sky and earth has become a necessity now. The fundamental principles of Vastu Shastra can be easily tuned, extended and modernised to meet needs of the day because basic needs of the man never change. Vastu Shastra has become more relevant for the modern man.

Vastu Shastra helps you to converts the living or working spaces in a particular order that sets an equation between cosmic energies and the people living/working in the premises to ensure physical, spiritual and material well being. It creates a rhythm and balance in the atmosphere to ensure a better life.

Your surroundings can have a huge impact on your life – to the point of affecting your personal happiness, your prosperity, even the opportunities that come to you in your life — thus making your choice of home a very important one. Because most of the important moments in our lives occur in our houses, the house itself becomes more than just four walls where we eat and sleep. That’s why careful consideration is called for if you are thinking about purchasing or remolding a home.

Vastu Remedies

In modern living, where the environment at macro level is highly influenced by many factors beyond our control, micro level energy correction done with empowered remedies can effectively bring in and retain health, wealth, harmony and happiness in the life.

In 75 per cent of the existing house or business places, there is no need for major demolition or reconstruction for the vastu corrections. The beauty of vastu shastra is that you can be benefited by incorporating minor changes, which makes a major changes in your life.

A Vastu defect (Dosha) can be corrected through the changes in the rooms, through interiors of the house, by applying harmony colours, by changing the placements, by using regulators & remedies. Every Vastu defect has some kind of remedy and if taken properly, the happiness and peace comes back in the life again.
Goddess annapurna is the supreme form of Divine and loving Mother who grants us nourishment. All humans are compelled to seek some form of nourishment, whether it be material, such as food, money, or possessions, or whether it be spiritual, such as cultivating a connection with the Divine. Anna means food and grains, while the meaning of purna is full, complete, and perfect. Annapurna is the Goddess of Nourishment, She who is full, complete, and perfect with food and grains.

When Mother Annapurna is worshiped, She blesses her children with nourishment beyond the gross material things we desire. She blesses us with the attainment of perfection in wisdom and renunciation. Images and paintings of goddess Annapurna is found in kitchen and dining areas of many houses and even in some of the restaurants.

It is believed that goddess Annapurna have the ability to supply food to an unlimited amount of people. According to Vastu Shastra, a small idol of brass Annapurna placed in the rice jar brings abundance to prosperity in the family.

2. Yellow Crystal Lotus

Yellow crystal lotus is the most potent and popular enhancer to enhance a wealth luck. The colour of the crystal is golden yellow, which is the strongest color associated to wealth. For those seeking for new wealth opportunities and luck, can display this at their work desk or wealth corners of the house.

Those seeking new career opportunities & money luck should place this yellow lotus at the north sector of the house.

According to Vastu, any weight at the centre of the house can cause a serious bad luck. Lotus is the simple remedy for the vastu defect related to brahmasthan.
3. Vastu Bricks

Vastu bricks are replica of mud bricks used for construction purposes. Vastu bricks, made with copper metal along with the spiral swastika engraving, are amazing vastu correction for any house. You can use vastu bricks in multiple ways like:

A. When making a new construction, fix copper brick inside at each wall (four walls) to improve the positive vibrations at the site.
B. If you have any vastu defect, fix vastu bricks on the wall at the defective area.
C. It can also be installed in the individual room to get more positive results.

4. Vastu Money Box

Simply money box is considered to be a very potent wealth enhancer for your family. Many traditional families and generations have used such kinds of wealth boxes to gain wealth and opportunities. Treasure box is meant to harmonise with surroundings and sway things in your favour.

Vastu money box is recommended to have it at your money corner if you have problems safeguarding your money. Once you have this treasure box at your wealth corner, don't let it empty and make sure to put some local coins, Rudraksha, Crystals etc. representing money inside the box and close it all time.

5. Pyramid Wish Box

The Pyramid (sacred geometry) attracts cosmic energy particles from the environment. The dome of the pyramid is a storehouse of energy field.

The miracle power of pyramid has opened the new doors for the abundant prosperity and joy. Many religious buildings all over the world are built with Pyramid and Dome shape architecture. Churches, temples, mosques, gurudwaras & pagodas have a pyramid-shaped structure at the top. When a person enters the above locations, he or she gets soothing environment experience. We all find our prayer under the dome is heard by higher power.
Wish pyramid is a simple gives a same experience what we get under the dome of religious places. Placing a written wish inside the pyramid box is a unique way to make your dream and wishes come true. You can wish for good job, prosperous business, harmony, life partner, academic success, health and many more. Additionally you can also use wish pyramid box to energize your gems or to enhance the power of your medicines.

**6. My First Billion**

Vastu is also a language of symbol. Since symbols are the laungage of the mind, symbolic images can readily magnify your thoughts and intensify focus on a desire that you intend to manifest. You can literally attract energy of any kind to your place by invoking symbols.

My first billion picture with multiple numbers of dollar currency is widely used to enhance money luck. Simply place it near the money spot your house or office or near the cashier place to improve the financial luck.

**7. Marble Elephants**

The elephant is a sacred animal for many oriental cultures and carries a great amount of symbolism. Elephant is a symbol of strength, power, virility, longevity, fidelity, dignity, intelligence and wisdom. Place a pair of elephants with their trunks up the front door of home or office to bring good fortune and strength to the family.

When placed in the bedroom, the elephant brings harmony & promotes love and fidelity among couples. The elephant also symbolizes fertility because Buddha is said to be conceived when he entered his mother's womb as a white elephant. Childless couples or those wishing to have more children should place elephant images in their bedroom to increase fertility luck.

If you want your child to do well academically, place an elephant on their desk or where they sit to do their homework. Elephants brings tremendous knowledge and academic luck for the child.
Water is the essence of life. Water has always been synonymous with authority & power. During ancient times, water has been used as an elemental solution by the kings by placing their palaces near bodies of Water. If you look at world’s most capital cities today, they are either located near the water or have large rivers or lakes nearby. Majority of ocean-side and lake-side properties are usually more expensive. The North east direction – a zone of water element is referred as a sacred direction in vastu shastra.

Following defects for their location at north east needs a vastu corrections:-

1. Toilet
2. Kitchen
3. Staircase
4. Pillar
5. Raised flooring
6. No window
7. Heavy structure

By just placing a copper pyramid top (Energy pyramid) above the marble pot (cooling) at the north east, you can correct the vastu defect of the north east.

Experiments conducted on small prototypes of Pyramids reveals that indeed there exists an unexplained power in the pyramid. Pyramid strip is a vastu tool for virtual correction for the extended corner in the house or plot. A negative energy of certain placement around the premises like a tree, pole, river, mountain, drainage etc. can be cut off by installing a vastu strip between the house and negative placement.
Apex of the pyramid acts as an antenna & harnesses a cosmic energy. A pyramid having closed or open sides, creates a vital centre of electromagnetic energy. Pyramid divider is a virtual vastu correction to rectify mistake for negative placement of toilets in the house.

Negative placement generates negative energy. Toilets located in North-east, South-east, South west or centre of the house are serious vastu defects. It can be corrected by fixing a Pyramid divider on the door frame of toilet which will act as a purifying tool for negative energy. Do not place pyramid strips inside the toilets.

11. Vastu Arrows

Anti clock door or staircase:-

Aura of the premises becomes positive after the pyramids are placed. Anti clock opening of the door or anti clock staircase are negative placement & creates a medium type of vastu defects.

Install 3 clockwise arrow on the door, if it opens in anti clockwise manner. Similarly anticlock staircase defect can be corrected by installing one copper clockwise arrow on the each steps.

Shifting virtually:-

Location of toilets, bed room, door or kitchen can be shifted virtually by fixing three or more copper shifting arrow on the defective place projecting towards the desired direction.

Virtual shifting arrows are amazing tools where physical breakages or shiftings are not possible. E.g. toilet at north-east direction can be corrected by installing 3 arrows pointing towards the north-west of the premises.
Projection or extension of any corner may be auspicious or inauspicious based on its location. Vastu prohibits extension towards the south-west, south-east and north-west direction. Vastu corners are perfect and simple vastu solution for making your location in square of rectangular shape. It can be concealed or fixed on the ceiling corners.

13. Vastu Pyramids

Pyramid is a source of cosmic power. By installing pyramid, you are energizing your house or business place with a positive flow of energy.

Copper is a better conductor of the Spiritualist’s belief system. Copper has the ability to conduct spiritual energy back and forth from individuals, environment and the spirit world. Copper has the power to amplifying thoughts in receiving and sending cosmic communication. Many Yantra’s Diagrams carved or engraved on copper plates provided a method of connecting to the spirit world in many Eastern cultures especially in India. According to New Age healers, Copper can stimulate the flow of energy and hence move Physical, Psychic or Mental energies. Pyramid made of copper has ten time more strength than any other material. Pyramids attributes powers of communication, channeling, cleansing, purification the aura.

It can be installed in the flooring while making a new house. Place 8 pyramids in eight direction with one in the centre.

Placing of vastu pyramid at study desk helps in improving academic performance.

At work place, keep it on the desk to find yourself more confident and energetic.

Any vastu defect in the premises can be corrected by fixing or keeping three copper pyramids in the north-east direction.
Swastik is an auspicious and holy symbol of Indian tradition. Swastika meaning prosperity from all four directions. At the beginning of any work, swastika is drawn and worshipped. Pyramid combination with swastika is like a double benefit.

Put copper swastika above the main door to attract positive energy and drive away negative. It can also be fixed above the door, if the location of the same is in inauspicious zone as per vastu. Wrong location of stove, fridge, microwave, computer etc. can be corrected by installing a vastu copper swastika on the object. It helps in balancing the energy.

There is a belief that Lord Vishnu advised Devas and Asuras to perform Samudra Manthan (Churning of Ocean) with the help of a mountain so as to extract rare gifts (Ratnas). Goddess Laxmi emerged as fifteenth Ranta in the bridal attire with lotus Mala in her hand for Lord Vishnu or Narayana. Everyone hailed the Laxmi Narayana and Goddess Laxmi set her foot on heaven. Her feet had in all 15 symbols, which brought prosperity in heaven. All gods took impressions of Laxmi’s feet, called Laxmi Paduka and installed at their places and celebrated by lighting lamps.

Hanging metal bells with goodluck coins tied with red ribbon at the door knobs inside your door will announce prosperity and rolling in of good news each time you open your main door. This would ensure that positive energy enters your house and bad energy being dissolved at the main chi entry point. Bells are always hung with red thread, as they represent empowerment of the bells with energy.
According to vastu, the main door or entrance has been accorded prime importance as it lets in or keeps out the vital life-giving force that promotes health, wealth and luck.

Energy enters the house through doors and windows. However, the front door of your house is where the major part of energy enters and therefore this door plays an important role in determining the flow of vibrations experienced by the household. Main door require strong protection from the outside forces. Auspicious combo symbols of om, Swastika and Trishul made in brass metal can be placed on the main door for the strong protection.

17. Vastu Door Protection

18. Vastu Lead Helix

Lead helix is specially useful to activate & balance the earth element of the south west corner. This is one of the superb remedy for south west corner defect like south-west entrance, water body or kitchen at south west, lower level etc. Similarly in business places location of entrance, fire placed at south west etc can be corrected by installing multiple lead energy helix in south west direction. If your main door is at south west corner, simply fix this lead helix above or behind the main door to balance the energy. Location of master bed room other than south west can be corrected by placing three lead helix at south west corner of the house. It can be concealed in the floor or ceiling. In case of ready structure it can be hanged or nailed or placed on the floor.

19. Vastu Brass Helix

This helix is specially used to activate & balance the wind element of north west corner. This is one of the superb remedy for defects like missing or extended north west corner, wrong entrance at north west, water body at north west etc. Vastu defects of north west can be corrected by installing 3 or multiple brass energy helix in north west direction. If you main door is at north west corner (north side) corner, simply fix this helix above the main door to balance the energy. It can be concealed in the floor or ceiling. In case of ready structure it can be hanged or nailed or placed on the floor.
Vastu is all about the harmony & balance. To get the right balance of these nature's forces, cosmic and thermal imbalances, Vaaatu offers a remedy in the form of the helix concept. The ill effects of a Vaastu defect diminishes automatically if helix is placed according to instructions given below:

Copper helix is specially used to activate & balance the fire element of south east corner. Place three or in multiple helix at south east corner. This is one of the superb remedy for fire defect like wrong locations of kitchen, main switches, inverter etc. Similarly in business places location of fire gadgets like transformers, electric panels, Boilers, pantry etc can be corrected by installing multiple copper energy helix in south east direction. If you main door is at south east corner, simply fix 3 helix behind the door to balance the energy.

Location of master bed room at south east can be corrected by placing three or multiple copper helix at south east corner of bed room. It can be concealed in the floor or ceiling. In case of ready structure it can be hanged or nailed or placed on the floor.

North-east corner is most important and sacred corner of any premises. Helix made with zinc metal is specially used to activate & balance the water element of north east corner. Zinc helix one of the best remedy for north east corner defect like:

1. Missing North east corner
2. Toilet at North east corner
3. Kitchen at North east corner
4. Pillar or Staircase at north east corner
5. Master Bed room at North-east

It can be placed one above the other or placing side by side. It can also be pasted or concealed in the wall.
22. Mahalakshmi Rudraksha

Seven face rudraksha is known as a mahalakshmi rudraksha. This bead represents goddess Mahalakshmi. It also represents the sapta rishis (or seven sages), and helps to attain wealth, respect and spiritual power. Good health and wealth is blessed to him who worships seven face rudraksha. Person can progress in business and job and spend his life happily. This rudraksha can be kept in cash box with local coins to overcome financial setbacks.

23. Tibetan Bell-Purify your space

Tibetan bell is used to clear the mind of worldly matters and dispel stress and tension. It produces a profound sound which can penetrate deep within the body, mind and premises creating a subtle healing. When correct combination of pressure, enugulation, and velocity is reached, the tibetan bell will sing spreading positive vibrations in the premises.

This Seven Metal Tibetan Bell is very ornate and the sound is simply amazing. It has a very clear ring, and the tone goes on forever. This Seven Metal Tibetan Bell is made of the seven Planetary metals. If you are finding negative vibes at your home or office, just play this bell with wooden stick & drive away the negative forces.

24. Pyramid for Car Harmony

Vehicles are now mini homes. It is essential to make vehicle in harmony with you by fixing a pyramid with yantra on your vehicle for protection, safety & efficiency.

It creates positive energy, which makes your neurobody control better and this helps you to take clear decisions in crucial moments & balance your mind. Car pyramids comes with the -vahan suraksha yantra. (vehicle protection yantra). Place it on dash board of your car.
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Vastu salt also known as a himalayan rock salt is widely used in vastu for removing negative vibrations from the premises. It reduces indoor air pollution, improves mood and reduces stress from the surrounding. Some time negative visitor creates negative vibrations in the house.

Multiple uses of Vastu Rock salt:-

A. Toilet or bathroom in north-east, south-west and south-east are the major vastu defect. Place this wooden bowl containing rock salt in the bathroom or toilet window.
B. This salt can also be kept near the door to keep the evil eye away from the house.
C. This salt can be placed near the sick person to generate healthy energy.

Pyramid chips are micro version of bigger pyramids. Carrying a small pyramid chip brings wonderful results in day to day activities.

Uses of copper pyramid Chip:-

1. Place this chips below the tiles or on the door frame to activate good luck & to save your premises from evil eyes.
2. Place it in your cash box for wealth luck.
3. Carry in your bag or purse for pyramid energy during work.
4. Fix it on all important machineries, computers and vehicles for better performance.
27. Relationship Pyramid

Relationship between the two person can be enhanced by placing a harmony pyramid in the home or business place.

Simple way to use this pyramid is by placing a photographs or sample of signatures of two person under the pyramid dome.

South west corner of bed room is ideal for harmony pyramid for harmony among the couple.

In case of business partnership, it can be placed at the south west corner of main cabin.

28. Vastu Energy Plate

Pyramid energy is a life-supporting force called a bio-cosmic energy, which allows for the pyramid to become a kind of cosmic antenna that captures vast energy sources and tunes itself into a magnetic field.

While most of the positive energy is focused inside the pyramid, some is also diffused from the five corners. Energy plate is made of copper with the 81 pyramid (vastu grid of 81 pada).

This powerful energy plate has following advantages:-

Place copper pyramid plate under mattress of the bed to attract universal cosmic energy.

In case of new plot place eight plates at all eight directions and one at the centre of plot Place One or Three copper plate near the entrance inside the flooring

In case of existing premises or making a new one to attract more positive flow of energy.

In case of new construction, fix one copper plate each inside the four wall of Bed Room, Kitchen & Children room to make house free from negative influence.
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Harmful energies are generated in the vastu defective locations. Brass pyramids are invented to correct vastu defect related to north and north-west zone of any premises.

Brass pyramids are useful in following vastu defects:

1. Location of toilet or septic tank or kitchen at north zone the house
2. Higher flooring towards the north
3. Inauspicious door location as per vastu grid

Use nine or more brass pyramids around the affected area to harmonise the energy.

**30. Vastu Space Harmoniser**

A design of the vastu yantra pyramid is derived from the ancient scriptures & Texts. It has a power to correct Vastu defects to a high degree in the area of 100 meters. Vastu space harmoniser can remove blockage of 70 to 80% of negative energies from the surrounding.

**Placing a Vastu Space harmoniser:**

This yantra can be placed in centre of the house, North east zone of the house or at the location where you need a strong vastu correction.

Vastu Pyramid Yantra should be placed in such a way that a vastu purush head point towards the north east.

**Mystic benefits:**

- Vastu Pyramid Yantra clears blockages due to negative energy and makes premises more vibrant in positive way
- It rejuvenate your place making you more creative and innovative
- Many serious vastu defects like missing corners, extended corners, toilets and kitchen in prohibited zone etc. gets neutralized and the life becomes more enjoyable.
- It removes sick building syndromes & clears toxic aura from the premises.
- It is a superb harmoniser and hence brings frequent joyful moments in the family life.

31. Sun - A solar power energy

The solar radiation that reaches earth acts as a main source of vitamin D for the sustenance of life on earth. Without it, life on the earth would not flourish. In modern architecture, every house does not have access to morning sunrays. According to research done by vastu experts, depriving from morning sunrays could result in to poor health condition.

Such vastu defects can be corrected by fixing a painting or symbol of sun on east wall of the house or business locations.

32. Wind Bells

Sound is one of the easiest vastu cure, when used in specific ways, can remedy a variety of problems. Wind Chimes are a wonderful vastu "sound cure" - useful both inside and outside your home and business. They are great for stimulating new energy, ridding your life of stagnation and obstacles, and attracting more opportunities. It helps to eliminate any blockages that might be causing problems at home or office.

Hang this wind chimes on the western window of your home or business premises. These wind chimes represent vastu element “Wind”.

33. Lord Kubera – God of Wealth

Kubera, Lord of wealth and guardian of the northern side was said to have performed austerities for a thousand years and was made to be the god of wealth, guardian of all the treasures of the earth.

According to vastu, statue of kubera should be placed on northern sector of your home or nearest to the cashier place in the office.